
Flower Transportation Tips
1.	 FLOWER	CHECKLIST: Have a flower checklist to make sure everything is accounted for before loading the car. Be 

sure to check the fridge for the bouts and corsages!

2.	 FLOWER	BOXES	OR	LAUNDRY	BASKETS: Flower boxes and/or laundry baskets work great for transporting 

arrangements. Nestle them gently but closely together to prevent tipping in transit. Use old towels or packing 

material to fill any large gaps.

3.	 WINE	BOXES	FOR	BUD	VASES: Wine cases or boxes are great for bud vases due to the dividers! Head over to your 

local liquor store and ask if they could give you some boxes with dividers.

4.	 BUCKLE	UP	FLOWERS: Buckle in any large urns or buckets of loose flowers. To engage the seatbelt lock, pull the 

belt out all the way and buckle. When the excess belt retracts, the auto-lock mode is engaged and will not give 

when you come to a stop.

5.	 FLOWER	CROWDING	=	SAFE	TRANSPORT: Transporting flowers is the only time we recommend overcrowding 

your blooms. Gaps and space between arrangements encourage tipping and dumping during the car ride to your 

venue. This is prevented by nestling things closely together... and granny driving.

6.	 CARTS	VS.	CARRY: Many venues have carts to help haul flowers. However, these should be avoided on windy days. 

As a seasoned florist, I’ve had many arrangements fall off of carts due to high winds. (Thanks, Oklahoma.) For a 

windy day or a wobbly cart, it’s best to carry in arrangements individually. Be sure to hold on to bouquets as they 

are typically short-stemmed and top heavy. Nothing will break your heart faster than dropping a bouquet as you’re 

walking into the venue. Max sadness.

7.	 VENUE	DIAGRAM: After all floral arrangements are safely inside the venue, organize the centerpieces, ceremony 

arrangements, and bouquets. Follow the diagram that the bride or groom gave to you and disperse the flowers 

accordingly.

You are truly the greatest human being and friend for hauling a car full of flowers for your bestie!


